How to measure your
windows for an estimate
Shutters are priced per square meter so we just need a rough
width and height measurement of your window opening, in
millimetres. Here are some quick guides explaining how to
measure for different styles of windows, doors or shapes.
Normal Windows
We consider a 'normal window' to
be square or rectangular, set back
within a recess with a window sill.
We just need the overall width and
height of this recess, so just measure
from side to side and from the
window sill to the top of the window.

Angled, Round or Square Bays
Measure the width of each angled
bay section, either by running your
tape measure around the whole
bay, pushing it into each angle, or
by measuring each angled section
individually and adding these sizes
together to make one width
measurement. Just measure the
height once from the sill to the top
of the window.

Next Step: Once you have your sizes, enter them into
our simple to use online estimate form for an instant price
or call Gary on 01243 252023
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Shaped Windows
For shaped windows, measure the
widest width and highest height of
the opening that the window fits
within. The final price will depend on
the number of shaped panels there
are within your shape (this will be
finalised at your survey).

Doors
Doors can be treated just like
windows. Simply measure from one
side to the other within the recess,
and from the floor to the top of your
door. Doorways over 2400mm wide
may require a track. You can select
a track option on our estimate, as
this is an additional cost.
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